UCONN LIBRARY 2019

**OUR COLLECTION**
- Physical Volumes – 3.2 M
- Ebooks – 900 K
- Research Databases – 355
- Electronic Journals – 170 K

**USAGE**
- 62 K books borrowed
- 600 K Ebooks downloaded
- 2.2 M database searches
- 2.9 M articles retrieved
- 1 M catalog searches

**1,200** MANUSCRIPT & ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS

**210,000** RARE BOOKS

**1,500,000** DIGITAL RESOURCES IN 1,900 COLLECTIONS IN THE CTDA

**85 LOCATIONS**

**899,253** PAGE VISITS TO LIB.UCONN.EDU VIEWED IN 10 LANGUAGES

**9,321** REFERENCE QUESTIONS

**582** INSTRUCTIONAL SESSIONS WITH **9,771** PARTICIPANTS

**20%** OF USERS ON LIB.UCONN.EDU ARE MOBILE

**1,319,291** VISITS TO BABBIDGE

**85** staff, including **39 librarians**

**HBL WAS OPEN 4,873 HOURS**

THAT’S MORE THAN 55% OF THE YEAR!

**DOCUMENT DELIVERY/INTERLIBRARY LOAN**

Borrowed 48,000+ items / Lent 23,000+ items across countries in 6 continents

PDFs are delivered in an average of 11 hours

numbers based on Storrs and regional campus libraries only